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The amount of light intercepted by forest canopies plays a crucial role in forest
primary production. However, the photosynthetically active part of this
intercepted solar radiation (IPAR) is difficult to measure using traditional
ground-based techniques. In situ measurement of IPAR requires labour-intensive
field work, often resulting in limited datasets, especially when collected over
extensive areas. Remote sensing methods have been applied to the estimation of
light interception in forests, but until recently have been restricted to twodimensional image data. These approaches do not directly account for the threedimensional structure of forested canopies, and therefore predicting IPAR for
arbitrary sun positions is problematic. We utilized a 3D point cloud dataset
acquired via an airborne laser ranging (LiDAR) system to predict in situ
measured IPAR. This was achieved by defining a field-of-view (scope) function
between observer points just above the forest floor and the sun, which relate
IPAR to the LiDAR data over southern pine experimental plots containing a
wide range of standing biomass. A conical scope function with an angular
divergence from the centreline of ¡7u provided the best agreement with the in
situ measurements. This scope function yielded remarkably consistent IPAR
estimates for different pine species and growing conditions. IPAR for loblolly
stands, which have diffuse canopy architecture, was slightly underestimated.

1.

Introduction

Forest productivity is generally a function of leaf area index (LAI), as is well
documented for southern pine forests (McCrady and Jokela 1998, Jokela and
Martin 2000, Martin and Jokela 2004, Samuelson et al. 2004). Light attenuation
through the canopy depends strongly on the amount of foliage in the stand (Gholz
et al. 1991, MacFarlane et al. 2003), and therefore it is not surprising that net forest
productivity has been positively and linearly related to the amount of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) that is absorbed or intercepted by canopies
(Monteith 1972, Dalla-Tea and Jokela 1991, McCrady and Jokela 1998). The
quantity of PAR that is intercepted (IPAR) is largely determined by the amount of
foliage in the canopy as well as its orientation (Colbert et al. 1990, McCrady and
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Jokela 1996, Landsberg and Gower 1997, Kucharik et al. 1998). However, the
ability of trees to support leaf area and intercept light decreases with environmental
stresses (Waring and Schlesinger 1985, Hebert and Jack 1998), such as soil nutrition
and water limitations. The relationship between leaf area and light interception may
also be modified by stand developmental processes (Martin and Jokela 2004). Leaf
area and incident radiation have been successfully used to regionally model loblolly
pine productivity across the south-east USA (Sampson and Allen 1999) and are the
key drivers in process-based models of forest productivity (Wang and Jarvis 1990,
Cropper and Gholz 1993, Battaglia and Sands 1998, MacFarlane et al. 2003).
However, IPAR estimates across the landscape are limited by a lack of available
radiation measurements, which are the most sparsely measured of routine
climatologic data (Aber and Freuder 2000).
Traditional measurement of IPAR is time consuming, which is problematic given
the changing light conditions throughout the day. The light incident on a particular
forest canopy is constantly changing in both direction and intensity (Gay et al. 1971).
As a result, the proportion of intercepted radiation may need to be corrected to a
constant sun angle from zenith in order to facilitate repeated measurements through
time (Will et al. 2005). Additionally, southern pine foliage exhibits strong seasonal
dynamics and rapid responses to altered nutrition (Gholz et al. 1991), thus requiring
frequent measurement of IPAR. As an alternative, remote sensing methods have been
utilized to estimate canopy parameters, such as LAI, that are related to sunlight
penetration through the canopy. However, since the sun constantly changes position
and forest canopies exhibit strong three-dimensional structural variations, it is not
sufficient to estimate PAR from traditional 2D data, such as multi-spectral imagery
(Butson et al. 2002) or polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (Saatchi et al. 1994).
Explicit 3D structural information is needed to predict sunlight transmission for
different sun angles. While interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) can
provide some 3D information, it is generally of insufficient spatial resolution to
adequately measure stand-level variations (Slatton et al. 2001). Airborne light
detection and ranging (LiDAR) systems on the other hand can provide both high
spatial resolution and canopy penetration in a 3D point cloud format. For example,
airborne LiDAR (also known as Airborne Laser Swath Mapping (ALSM))
measurements have been reliably related to in situ measurements of individual tree
and stand structure (Holmgren et al. 2003, Lim et al. 2003, Maltamo et al. 2004, Farid
et al. 2006), and has also been used to successfully estimate IPAR for maize and
sunflower crops (Holdcroft et al. 2005). For this investigation, we show that it is
possible to directly exploit the 3D nature of LiDAR data to estimate sunlight
intercepted by the forest canopy while accounting for variations in sun angle.
There are two major classes of airborne laser ranging technologies currently in
use: (1) large-footprint, full-waveform systems; and (2) small-footprint, discretereturn systems. Large-footprint LiDAR systems, such as the NASA Laser
Vegetation Imaging Sensor (LVIS) (Drake et al. 2002) and Scanning LiDAR
Imager of Canopies by Echo Recovery (SLICER) (Lefsky et al. 1999a), generally
have footprint diameters on the order of tens of metres. The return signal is finely
sampled over a long range gate, yielding a digitized reflected laser waveform.
Because the large footprint spreads the transmitted photons over a wide area, many
photons penetrate deep into the canopy, providing a densely sampled vertical
profile. While large-footprint systems have been used to estimate forest biophysical
parameters (Lefsky et al. 1999a, Lefsky et al. 1999b, Means et al. 1999, Ni-Meister
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et al. 2001, Parker et al. 2001, Hyde et al. 2005), they are incapable of sensing
structure over metre-scale spatial (horizontal) extent since the received waveform
represents an integrated response for the entire area illuminated by the footprint. This
limitation also leads to non-unique functional mappings from the waveforms back to
forest structure because an infinite number of structural configurations can result in
the same waveform shape. Also, full-waveform LiDAR sensors primarily remain
research tools due to the excessive data volumes and associated per unit area
acquisition costs (Flood 2002). The experimental NASA system, Experimental
Advanced Airborne Research LiDAR (EAARL), combines waveform digitization
with small-footprints (Brock et al. 2002). However, the laser pulse rate is comparatively
low, which further reduces terrain sampling rates. The LiDAR data used in this work
belongs to the small-footprint class of airborne laser-ranging technologies, which is
more accessible to the wider geomorphologic and forestry communities.
Most studies employing small-footprint LiDAR data have to date focused on
ground surface mapping. In those analyses, segmentation algorithms are usually
applied to estimate the bare surface elevations by ‘filtering out’ returns from the
vegetation using empirical thresholds on height variance or spatial connectedness of
points (Weed et al. 2002, Haugerud et al. 2003, Zhang et al. 2003). The resulting set
of non-ground LiDAR points can then be gridded to form a 2D image that is related
to forest parameters, such as crown area (Farid et al. 2006). However, collapsing the
3D point data into a height image early in the processing can lead to a significant
loss of information when attempting to characterize land cover with structural
variations in all three spatial dimensions.
A few investigators have begun to analyse the 3D measurements of forest
structure from small-footprint LiDAR (Eggleston et al. 2000, Todd et al. 2003).
Todd et al. (2003) attempted to estimate indicator probabilities for different
‘surfaces’ representing different vertical strata in the canopy, such as overstorey,
middle canopy, and lower canopy. Their approach involved interpolation of point
data into surfaces and the a priori assumption of a preferred geometric shape for
local distributions of points in canopies. They used a small-footprint LiDAR
operating at an altitude of 750 m above ground, with a laser pulse rate of 20 kHz and
a scan angle range of ¡15u, which produced 400-m wide swaths with a stated
density of 8662 laser pulses per hectare (0.87 pulses per square metre). In this work
we use a LiDAR density of roughly 1.83 transmitted pulses per square metre to
better resolve the 3D canopy structure and thus avoid interpolating the data into
surfaces.
The overall objective of this paper is to demonstrate a simple procedure for the
estimation of IPAR in loblolly and slash pine plantations using airborne LiDAR
remote sensing measurements. Specifically, we determined that a single parametric
‘field of view’ (scope) function can be found that enables reasonable estimates of
IPAR across the set of widely varying canopy conditions studied in this trial. In
addition to using discrete-return, small-footprint LiDAR measurements to ensure
the results are broadly applicable to the forestry community, we use a relatively high
laser pulse density and both first and last returns to achieve good 3D resolution and
to examine what will be possible for other investigations as ALSM technology
improves, yielding ever higher laser pulse rates. In §2, we describe the study area,
how the ground truth IPAR measurements are collected, and our methodology for
defining the scope functions. In §3 and §4, we present results and discussion. Finally,
concluding remarks are made in §5.
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Materials and methods
Study site

This investigation was carried out on a subset of plots at the Intensive Management
Practices Assessment Center (IMPAC), located near Gainesville, Florida (29u459N,
82u179W) (figure 1(a)). A complete description of the study site and treatment
history can be found in Swindel et al. (1988) (see also Jokela and Martin 2000). The
forests native to this region are classified as subtropical moist forests. The
topography in North Central Florida is generally very flat, with ground elevations in
the study site varying as little as 2 m. The 24 plots in this study site were established
in January 1983 as combinations of three binary states, such that three plots of each
combination are present: [1] species (loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) vs. slash pine
(P. elliottii Engelm. var. elliottii)); [2] understorey vegetation control (none vs.
complete and sustained); and [3] fertilization (none vs. annual with macro- and
micronutrients). In order to isolate PAR intercepted by the trees, we only considered
plots where the understorey vegetation was controlled. A total of 12 plots were
sampled consisting of three replicates for each of the species by fertilization
treatment combinations (figures 1(b) and (c)). Each measurement plot was 0.027 ha

Figure 1. (a) The location of the IMPAC site with the geographic range of slash pine shaded
and (b) the spatial arrangement of the 24 plots in the IMPAC study (plot codes: L5loblolly,
S5slash, H5complete understorey vegetation control and F5fertilized). (c) Colour-coded
elevation (above local ground) image derived from ALSM data (all units in metres). The 12
plots outlined in bold correspond to those used in this study (plots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 16, 17, 18,
19 and 22).
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in size consisting of 40 planting positions on a 3.66 m61.83 m spacing arranged in
five rows (beds) of eight trees each (figure 2). A summary of tree survival and solar
angles at the time of measurement for each plot is provided in table 1. Over all 12
plots, the trees averaged 19 m tall with a live crown length of approximately 6 m
(table 2). Sun position was defined in terms of two angles, h (the angle from the
easterly direction to the nadir projection of the observer-sun vector in the horizontal
plane) and w (the elevation angle of the sun above the horizon along the zenith),
relative to the observation point at the origin of a translating (local) spherical
coordinate frame (figure 3).
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2.2

Estimation of in situ IPAR

Multiple techniques have been used to estimate the amount of PAR intercepted by
forest canopies. The most common method is to estimate PAR incident at the top of
the canopy and relate it to PAR incident below the canopy under uniform
conditions (clear-sky or overcast) centred on solar zenith (Messier and Puttonen
1995). Many types of sensors have been employed to quantify the light environment
under forest canopies, such as radiometers, photosensitive paper or chemicals,
hemispherical canopy photographs, plant canopy analysers, or visual estimators of
canopy density (Lieffers et al. 1999). For the results reported here, in situ
measurements of IPAR were made using a combination of a LiCor LI-190 Quantum
PAR sensor (LI-COR, Inc., Lincoln, NE) and an integrating PAR ceptometer
(AccuPAR Linear Par Ceptometer, Model PAR-80, Pullman, WA). The AccuPAR
is a battery-operated linear PAR ceptometer containing 80 independent

Figure 2. Schematic layout of a single plot. The interior measurement plot is shaded in grey,
and is surrounded by the gross treatment plot. Each interior measurement plot was 0.027 ha in
size and consisted of 40 planting positions. Grey circles indicate the nominal tree planting
locations.
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Table 1. Plot level inventory data detailing tree survival and solar angles at the time of the in
situ PAR measurements. Data were collected in October 2005. A total of 40 trees were planted
on each measurement plot in 1983. See figure 3 for a visualization of sun angles, which are
expressed in degrees.
Species

Fertilized

Plot

Survival (no. of trees)

Loblolly

No

2
9
22
7
16
19
4
6
18
3
5
17

38
29
27
25
35
28
29
30
29
19
27
18

Yes
Slash

No
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Yes

Sun angles (w, h)
(45,
(49,
(51,
(49,
(41,
(51,
(44,
(47,
(51,
(43,
(47,
(51,

55)
69)
98)
67)
48)
95)
53)
63)
92)
51)
61)
88)

Table 2. February 2005 inventory data from across the study site describing general tree
dimensions. The trees were 22 year old at the time of the investigation.
Variable

Mean

Maximum

Minimum

Diameter at breast height (DBH) (cm)
Height (m)
Height to base of live crown (m)

19.86
19.36
13.61

35.3
26.0
20.6

3.8
6.6
3.7

Figure 3. Solar angles (h,w) defined relative to an observer point at the origin of a local
spherical coordinate frame. The elevation angle of the sun above the horizon along the zenith
is defined as w, while the angle from the easterly direction to the nadir projection of the
observer-sun vector in the horizontal plane is defined as h. All angles are reported in degrees.
Local zenith is at (h, 90u).

photodiodes, spaced 1 cm apart. The photodiodes measure PAR in the 400–700 nm
spectral band in units of micromols per metre squared per second (mmol m22 s21).
The hemispherical field of view (FOV) was directed upward.
Above-canopy incident PAR (background), Bj, was collected using the LiCor LI190 Quantum sensor which was placed in an open area adjacent to the study site.
Concurrent below-canopy PAR samples, Cj, were collected over two measurement
periods on 16 October 2005, using the integrating PAR ceptometer during a period
of 2 hours centred about local solar zenith. At regular intervals during the sampling
period side by side estimates were made in the open (background) to ensure
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concurrence between the two sensors. Observations were taken during clear sky
conditions to minimize contributions due to diffuse sky irradiance. The sun angle
was noted during each in situ collection so that the corresponding sunlight
penetration could be computed from the ALSM data. Ground measurements were
collected from nine systematic transects spanning the width of each measurement
plot (18.3 m) at a height of 1.5–2 m. Along each transect 16 light readings were taken
and averaged to generate a single in situ data point per plot for each of two
measurement periods. In situ IPAR, Iin situ, was computed using equation (1) with
the average IPAR per plot computed from the average of the two readings (J52)
"
#
J 
Cj
1 X
Iin situ ~
1{
,
ð1Þ
J j~1
Bj
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where Iin situg[0,1] since the intercepted sunlight flux is non-negative and the belowcanopy value does not exceed the open sky value.
2.3

Collection of ALSM data

When flying at relatively low altitudes (e.g. 500–1000 m) and speeds near 50–
70 m s21, most currently available ALSM systems with laser pulse rates of at least
25–50 kHz can provide sampling densities of one laser shot per square metre at
ground level. For this work, we used data acquired on 11 October 2005 using the
University of Florida’s small footprint ALSM system (an Optech 1233 model),
flown at 450 m above ground level (AGL) with a laser pulse rate of 33 kHz, scan rate
of 30 Hz, and a scan angle range of ¡18u, resulting in a nominal laser shot density of
1.83 transmitted pulses per square metre on a single pass. We used both first and last
returns from each shot to maximize sampling of the canopy and achieve roughly
four times as many return samples per square metre (3.7 shots/m2) as indicated in
Todd et al. (2003). This configuration was used because we found that LiDAR
sample densities on the order of a few per square metre were required to reliably
resolve the 3D distribution of forest canopy for accurate estimates of IPAR. This
sub-metre sampling supports the direct representation of the canopy as a point
cloud rather than as a set of interpolated surfaces.
The laser operates with a beam divergence of 0.25 milliradians, a transmitted
pulse duration (t) of 10 ns (3 m of path length), and a near-infrared wavelength (l) of
1064 nm (Carter et al. 2001). The system records the ranges of the first and last
return pulses using a constant fraction discriminator at the output of an avalanche
photodiode detector to detect the full width at half maximum (FWHM) points on
the returned laser waveform (Slatton et al. 2005). As with all discrete-return ALSM
systems, the pulse length imposes a lower limit on the vertical resolution between
return pulses. The approximate minimum vertical distance for which separable first
and last returns were recorded, given the 10 ns pulse duration, was 2.5 m.
2.4

Isolating the vegetative contribution to IPAR

Spatial variations in the sunlight flux through forest canopies are, in general,
governed by local topography, latitude (sun angle), meteorological conditions (e.g.
cloudiness, water vapour), and the amount and distribution of occluding vegetation.
In this work, we are interested in capturing the contributing effects of vegetation, so
a low-relief test site was chosen with a wide range of standing biomass. In order to
relate the distribution of vegetation to ALSM observations, we first separated laser
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light interception by the ground surface from that of the non-ground objects. We
employed an adaptive multi-scale filter for this purpose (Kampa and Slatton 2004).
The filter employed an information-theoretic hierarchical data segmentation
scheme. First, the imaged area was classified into heavily vegetated and minimally
vegetated areas. Then, a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) was estimated from the
vertical histogram of aggregated last return points. An asymmetric decision rule was
then applied to the GMM to ensure that the probability of missing a ground return
was less than the probability of erroneously admitting a non-ground return in the
bare surface estimate. The purpose of this decision rule was to admit LiDAR returns
from small-scale surface features, such as scarps and stream banks. While it was
possible that some vegetation returns near the ground may have been included in the
segmented ground points, the probability was minimized in this investigation since
the data collection was limited to the areas where the understorey vegetation had
been removed.
To further reduce the probability of misclassifying ground points as non-ground
points (i.e. vegetation), all points less than 1 m above the estimated ground surface
were removed from consideration by assuming that the total error (system
error + surface estimation error) was less than or equal to 1 m. This 1 m buffer is
reasonable since field validation revealed that the rms error in the estimated ground
surface under the canopy was much less than 1 m near ALSM points. Since that
error can be larger (still less than 1 m) in small data voids where dense crowns
prevent ALSM points from reaching the ground, the ALSM IPAR estimates are
computed for an observation height of 2 m to correspond to the in situ IPAR
measurement height.
2.5

Optical scope functions

Incident sunlight flux between the sun and a hypothetical observer under the forest
canopy was determined by defining an optical field of view (scope function) for the
observer. The scope functions originated at the observer and extended through the
canopy in the direction of the sun. We examined a combination of cylindrical and
conical geometries consisting of four unique scope functions: (1) a simple cylinder of
40 m in length; (2) a simple cone; (3) a cone weighted by the distance between the
ALSM point and the observer; and (4) a cone weighted by both the distance between
the ALSM point and the observer and the angular divergence from the conical
centreline (figure 4). Secondary to this, within each function, five unique sizes were
defined: diameters of 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m and 6 m for the cylinder and ¡5u, ¡7u,
¡10u, ¡15u and ¡20u angular divergences a from centreline for each of the conical
functions. The choice of cylinder length was dependent upon the dominant tree
height and the sun angles represented in the study area at the time of the
investigation. In order to minimize computations, the shortest length that included
all ALSM laser points was chosen. Since the tree height in the study area was
generally less than 30 m and the sun angle greater than 40u, a 40 m cylinder length
was utilized.
The weightings for the conical functions took two forms. In the first case, the
occluding effect of a LiDAR point was weighted only by the distance d between that
point and the observer. We required a function, Wd, that decreased monotonically
with d. It was also desirable to have a function with compact support to enforce
upper and lower limits on the occluding effect. Maximum occlusion (Wd51) occurs
when the LiDAR reflector is located at the observer point (d50). Zero occlusion
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Figure 4. Different types of scope functions investigated. (a) Cylinder scope function with
diameter d. (b) Cone scope function with angular divergence a. (c) A weighted cone scope
function, where d is the distance from an ALSM point in the scope to the observer, g is the
angular deviation of that ALSM point from the centre line, and I is a truncated Gaussian
irradiance distribution across the field of view.

(Wd50) occurs when the point in the scope is farther than dvanishing from the
observer. The function must also be nonlinear to accommodate the optical property
that an object’s occluding effect becomes less sensitive to changes in its distance
from the observer as that distance increases. A second order polynomial is the
simplest such function that gives a ‘graceful’ decline in Wd as d approaches dvanishing
by ensuring that derivatives up to 1st order remain continuous (see figure 5). The
choice of dvanishing5100 m is simply a conservative bound on the maximum expected
path length from the observer to the canopy top given that canopies at the study site
were all less than 30 m tall and that sun elevation angles of less than 20u are generally
not of interest for IPAR studies.
In the second case, the occluding effect of an ALSM point relative to the observer
was weighted by both its distance from the observer d and its angular divergence g
from the cone centreline. We followed similar reasoning for the g weighting as for
the d weighting. Namely, we wanted a function, Wg, that monotonically and
continuously decreased from a maximum value at the scope centreline as a function
of g to a minimum value at the cone’s edge. This occluding effect should approach
the cone edge in a smooth manner (continuous up to 1st order derivative), but it
should not strictly reach zero at the cone edge since there can still be some occluding
effect as long as the object is in the field of view. The function should be nonlinear to
accommodate the optical property that an object’s occluding effect becomes less
sensitive to changes in its divergence angle as the divergence increases. A truncated
Gaussian distribution was therefore used as a simple parameterization for the
angular weighting of the sunlight intensity (relative irradiance). The Gaussian was
preferred over a quadratic for Wg because it corresponded more closely to
observations of direct solar irradiance versus angle (Halthore et al. 1996). The g
weighting has the following characteristics, as depicted in figures 4 and 5: (a) the
effective intensity of the sun’s radiation I follows a Gaussian distribution from
centreline up to ¡20u; and (b) the minimum intensity is reached at 20u and
maintains a constant value of 0.1 for larger angles. The g and d weighting functions
were applied to each ALSM point inside a given scope so that the maximum total
weight was 1.0 and the minimum was 0. In our case, the minimum total weight never
reached 0 since the maximum scope length dmax of 40 m was less than dvanishing.
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Figure 5. (a) The quadratic occluding effect weighting function Wd with respect to distance
from the observer. (b) The truncated Gaussian weighting function Wg with respect to angle
from the line of sight, where s56u and the scale factor a513.5.

2.6

Estimation of IPAR from ALSM

For each scope function, the point densities of non-ground laser returns inside the
scope, originating 2 m above the ground surface, were computed. Since the type of
scope function used was fixed for a given IPAR estimate over the study area, and
therefore the volume of the scope was fixed, LiDAR point densities were
computed simply by counting the number of non-ground laser returns inside the
scope. Each scope function was given a constant orientation towards the position
in the sky that the sun occupied during the corresponding in situ data collection.
This procedure was iterated across each measurement plot in 1 m horizontal grid
increments. The sun’s angular position was computed for each ALSM estimate
using the latitude and longitude of the study site in combination with the date and
time of the ground truth measurement (Giesen 2005, Gronbeck 2005). This
allowed for a direct comparison between in situ measured IPAR and ALSM
estimated IPAR.
Since ALSM point clouds consist of irregularly spaced samples, with each
location in the imaged area having variable point densities, the IPAR estimates
derived from ALSM data, IALSM, were normalized by the local point density. The
variation in point density in this study was small due to the fact that data from a
single flight line was used. However, normalizing by point density would be crucial
when working with LiDAR datasets composed of mosaics of multiple and partially
overlapping flight lines. We utilized a simple normalized functional mapping
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algorithm in order to estimate IALSM from the point density of LiDAR returns
corresponding to the canopy at a specific observer point, denoted by i, in
equation (2):
IALSM ðiÞ~

lnðri z1Þ
,
max lnðri z1Þ

ð2Þ
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i[1,2,...,M

where ri is the number of the ALSM non-ground points inside the scope at the ith
location where each point’s contribution has been weighted as described in §2.5, and
M is the total number of IALSM calculations over the entire study site.
The number of ALSM points r in the scope function can in general vary from
zero to some finite but large number L, which is not known a priori. IALSM was
computed across the entire 370 m6300 m study area in order to thoroughly sample
the local foliage densities for normalization purposes (i.e. the denominator in
equation (2)). The effective IALSM for each measurement plot was then computed as
the average of all IALSM(i) within that measurement plot.
The simple nonlinear relationship in equation (2) was defined as a continuousvalued dimensionless measure bounded by 0 and 1, which could be used for
comparisons with Iin situ in equation (1). While a linear scaling, such as r/maxr,
could provide a linkage between rg[0,L] and IALSMg[0,1], the logarithm
provided the desired property that small differences in r would have significant
impact on the calculation for r small but little impact for r large. Normalizing by
the maximum value provides the unity upper bound. The arctangent could also
have been used, which would have provided somewhat similar results. However,
in that case the upper bound would have been fixed (no longer dependent on L)
and therefore not related to the distribution of foliage in the study area in the
same way that Iin situ was. The exact manner in which true IPAR increases as a
function of foliage density is not generally known since it depends upon the
particular arrangement and spectral absorbance of occluding objects, such as
stems, branches and clumps of foliage. The goal of this investigation was to derive
a set of simple scope functions with minimal parameterization and empirical
calibration, such that they could be employed across a wide variety of forest types
and conditions.
2.7

Analysis

IALSM was calculated across the 12 plots using all combinations of the four scope
functions and five dimension classes, which resulted in 240 estimated values. The
most appropriate overall scope function and dimension was selected by comparing
the residuals between the estimated IALSM and the in situ measured IPAR for each
plot. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on this dataset of residuals
using SAS software (SAS Institute 2000). The best combination of scope function
and dimension was selected using the LSMEANS option in the PROC GLM
procedure. The PROC REG procedure was used in SAS in order to quantify the
strength of the relationship between observed and estimated values of IPAR. We
tested for the need for different equations for the main effects of species and
fertilization using the one-way fixed group model. Differences among the treatments
for in situ and ALSM derived IPAR were tested using ANOVA via the PROC GLM
procedure in SAS. Separation of means analysis was done using the LSMEANS
procedure in SAS.
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Results
Selection of the best scope function

Analysis of variance indicated that there were large differences between scope
functions in their ability to predict IPAR (p,0.0001). The performance was
dependent on the physical dimensions as well as the shape of the scope functions. In
figure 6, the average absolute error is plotted for each scope function. The smallest
residuals for the cylindrical function occurred when a radius of 2.5 m was used.
Based on the average absolute difference values, we found that the conical scope
functions have the advantage of yielding smaller maximum errors (no greater than
0.17) than the cylindrical scope function (0.33) for a wide range of angles and
weights. In the case of the conical scopes, we found the strongest dependence to be
on the divergence angle a. An angle of a57u yielded the minimum mean squared
error between IALSM and Iin situ regardless of weighting by distance d and/or angle g.
Thus, relatively narrow conical scope functions performed best overall, and within
such scope functions, the position of individual ALSM points had a relatively weak
effect on the IPAR estimate.
In terms of the sign of the error, we found that for the cylindrical functions, all
radii less than 2.5 m resulted in underestimates of IALSM and radii greater than 2.5 m
resulted in slight overestimates. For conical functions, small divergence angles
(a(5u) led to a slight underestimation of IALSM, while large divergence angles
(a>10u) led to an overestimation of IALSM. Although the underestimation of IALSM
for small a and overestimation for large a were relatively small, the fact that those
trends were consistent for all weighting schemes suggests that omitting indirect sky
irradiance may have been the cause.
3.2

Variation in IPAR

Analysis of variance for both IALSM and Iin situ demonstrated a significant
interaction between species and fertilization (p50.0276 and p50.0957 respectively)
(table 3). Fertilized loblolly pine intercepted the most light, while non-fertilized
loblolly intercepted the least (table 4). Fertilization did not have a statistically

Figure 6. Residual analysis comparing the two types of scope functions as dimensions
change, where average absolute difference is simply the average absolute value of ALSM
IPAR estimates minus in situ IPAR measurements. (a) Cylinder scope function performance
with respect to diameter. (b) Performance of three different cone scope functions with respect
to angular divergence. The conical scope function with an angle of 7u yielded the best overall
estimates.
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Table 3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table for in situ and estimated IPAR. p-values in
bold are considered statistically significant at alpha (significance level) less than or equal to
0.1. Degrees of freedom are represented by df.
In situ
Source of variation

{

df*

MS

Species (S)
Fertilization (F)
S6F

1
1
1

0.000108
0.002945
0.012805

Error

8

0.001772

ALSM estimate
p-value

MS

p-value

0.8113
0.2334
0.0276

0.001800
0.003924
0.007650

0.3864
0.2132
0.0957

0.002145
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* Degrees of freedom.
{
Mean squared residual.
Table 4. Least squares estimates of IPAR measured in situ and estimated from ALSM. Using
Bonferroni’s least significant difference (LSD), differences between in situ and ALSM values
in all four rows are not significant at alpha equal to 0.05. The cone function with a57u and
weighted by distance is used in this analysis.
Species

Fertilized

In situ

ALSM

Loblolly
Slash
Slash
Loblolly

Yes
No
Yes
No

0.735
0.698
0.664
0.639

0.705
0.693
0.679
0.618

significant influence on light interception in the slash plots, although fertilized slash
pine intercepted slightly less light than non-fertilized. We used the cone function
with a57u and weighted by distance because (as can be seen in figure 6) that gave the
minimum average absolute error.
3.3

Residual analysis

Overall the strength of the relationship between observed and predicted values of
IPAR was strong; however, regression analysis determined that a bias in the
prediction of remotely sensed estimates of IPAR existed between species. While
there was no difference between the slopes of the equations between species
(p50.4850), there was a significant difference between intercepts (p50.0094). Using
the cone function with a57u and weighted by distance, IPAR for loblolly pine was
slightly underestimated by the ALSM; however, slash pine was very close to the 1:1
line between observed and predicted (figure 7). The relatively small residuals are
considered encouraging given the minimal parameterization of these scope
functions.
4.
4.1

Discussion
Factors influencing in situ IPAR

In general, fertilization builds leaf area and creates a denser canopy with high light
interception (Sampson and Allen 1998). This was the case in this study where
fertilized loblolly pine had the greatest levels of light interception. The lack of
differences in light interception between fertilized and non-fertilized slash pine was
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Figure 7. Relationship between observed (in situ) and estimated IPAR (from ALSM) using
the cone function with a57u and weighted by distance. Separate equations were developed for
each species since analysis indicated statistically different intercepts (p50.0094). There was no
significant difference for slopes between the equations so a common slope was used
(p50.4850). The light dotted line represents a hypothetical 1-to-1 ratio between observed and
estimated. The equation for slash pine is y50.9351x + 0.0493 (dotted dark line), r250.935,
RMSE50.0133; and for loblolly pine it is y50.944x + 0.0132 (solid line), r250.913,
RMSE50.0197.

not unexpected since it is less responsive to fertilization than loblolly pine (Roth
et al. 2007). Individual tree mortality resulted in open gaps in this study area and
corresponding lower amounts of light interception in the fertilized slash pine
treatment plots. However, this occurred only where mortality was the most recent,
since with time the surrounding tree canopies expand to fill these gaps.
4.2

Potential sources of error

One potential source of unexplained error in this investigation may be the relatively
low sun elevations at the time of in situ PAR data acquisition (between 41u and 51u).
At these angles there was some contribution to PAR interception from trees in the
surrounding gross treatment plot. While not quantified, it was assumed that tree
attributes and mortality did not vary between the gross treatment and measurement
portions of each plot.
Another potential source of error is the contribution of diffuse radiation. Laser
light is phase-coherent and spectrally narrow-band, while sunlight is broad-band
and incoherent. Therefore, in order to simplify the analysis, contributions from
diffuse sky irradiance were neglected by virtue of using scope functions with narrow
fields of view, collecting in situ measurements during clear sky conditions, and
adjusting for the angle of the sun during the in situ measurements. For small a, too
little interception was ascribed to the LiDAR points via equation (2), implying an
overestimation of sunlight reaching the observer. This is likely caused by attributing
too much of the measured light at the observer to direct solar irradiance because the
contribution of indirect sky irradiance was neglected. A logical refinement of this
work in future investigations would be to employ two separate scope functions to
estimate IPAR, where one is tailored to capture the direct component of the total
solar irradiance and the other tailored for the indirect component. However, a
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rigorous examination of those two components would also require independent in
situ measurements of each, which were not available for this investigation.
Varying proportions of standing woody material to leaves is another potential
source of error. Neither the exact reflectance nor orientation was known for objects
reflecting emitted laser light, such as leaves or branches. It was therefore not possible
to derive an explicit closed form relationship between the laser light reflection and
sunlight interception, since the laser beam interacted with an unknown mixture of
reflectors inside each 15 cm diameter footprint.
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4.3

Bias between species

The slight, yet consistent, underestimation of IPAR for loblolly pine was unexpected
and is thought to be due to structural differences in their canopy architecture. Slash
pine canopies are highly aggregated and clumped as opposed to loblolly pine, which
is more diffused and continuous (Colbert et al. 1990). Since each laser return is the
result of laser photons reflecting from occluding surfaces, the surfaces must be dense
enough to reflect a measurable signal back to the ALSM receiver optics. In the case
of the underestimate for loblolly pine, it is thought that the diffuse canopy allowed a
greater number of laser photons to pass through for a given amount of foliage.
Apparently, the clumped canopy properties of slash pine, which have made
traditional measures of light interception difficult to model (Gholz et al. 1991), are
in effect beneficial with respect to the ALSM methodology.
4.4

Spatial variations of IPARALSM

The ability of ALSM to estimate the 3D spatial variations in IPAR with superior
spatial resolution is illustrated in figure 8. The distribution of IALSM is computed
using equation (2) assuming two different hypothetical sun angles at a 2 m elevation
of scope origin. The conical scope function weighted by the distance between the
ALSM point and the observer was used in this case. Due to the conical nature of the
scope, less spatial aggregating of the IPAR estimates is expected by using observer
heights farther off of the ground since a raised conical scope will have a smaller

Figure 8. IALSM distribution for contrasting sun angles at an observer elevation of 2 m,
illustrating the spatial resolution of IALSM computed in equation (2). The conical scope
function weighted by the distance between the ALSM point and the observer was used in this
case.
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radius when it intersects the canopy points. Thus, raising the scope has the potential
to reveal more detailed canopy structure.
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5.

Conclusions

We found that it is possible to define relatively simple parameterizations of light
interception by forested canopies that allow for the prediction of IPAR from ALSM
data. We employed simple optical scope functions that constrained the field-of-view
from the ground through the canopy towards the sun in order to estimate IPAR
from a 3D point cloud of ALSM data. Several scope functions were investigated,
and a simple cone function with a divergence angle of ¡7u and distance weighting
was found to produce very good agreement with in situ IPAR measurements across
species and treatment classes.
Although testing over different forest types was not possible due to a lack of
additional ground truth data, we expect that our approach may perform well over
other forests with minimal empirical calibration since we used scope functions
described by a minimal set of parameters. In the case of the conical scope, we found
the strongest dependence to be on a single parameter, the divergence angle a. This
implies that the adjustment of one parameter may be sufficient to achieve reasonable
agreement with ground-based measurement over differing forests. That performance
would depend however on the nature of the understorey. ALSM data obtains fewer
returns from the understorey than from the upper canopy. Thus, interception by the
lower canopy and understorey may be understated using our approach. This
limitation of the ALSM measurement could be mitigated however by limiting
observer points to be higher than some specified elevation above the ground, as was
done here. It should also be noted that if one were to use high observation
elevations, the distance from the observer to the LiDAR points d may then take on
greater importance than it did in this study.
Estimates of IPAR using ALSM data and a calibrated scope function are likely to
be more statistically reliable across wide areas than in situ estimates of IPAR derived
from a limited sample population. This is because estimates of IPAR obtained from
ALSM data are spatially dense due to the fact that the scope function can be
translated in small spatial increments. Because ALSM provides us with metre-scale
3D structure rather than simply vertical structure, we can easily compute the
number of laser returns, which corresponds to number of occlusions, from a
hypothetical observer in the forest to any location in the sky. Furthermore, by
knowing the site latitude and longitude and the sun’s position on arbitrary dates and
times, one could predict clear-sky IPAR for a variety of times of the year or times of
the day using a couple of seasonally representative ALSM data sets (e.g. ALSM
acquired during periods of peak and minimum leaf areas). Such predictions through
time could be useful inputs for ecological process models.
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